RIVER DOWN TO LESS THAN NORMAL

The river is but two feet and two inches above as low as it has been this season. Should it drop but a little more the well known but seldom seen “Indian Rock” on the Kentucky shore will be visible. Last year the rock was exposed for quite a while and hundreds of people from the city visited it, many going over in skiffs and row boats.

On one Sunday last year the “Wanderlust” and the “Turk” took as many as 200 people over from the city, aside from the many who went in other smaller craft. Many persons, however, did not get a chance to see the stone and were disappointed as the river soon arose, and it was lost to view. It is just as well that many did not see it, as the stone is a disappointment. It is not as large as is generally supposed and resembles a large hog more than anything else except that the exterior is covered with snake-eyes cut in by visitors many years ago. Few if any of the persons whose names are carved on the stone are now living.
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